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Abstract: The object of a non-project, non-studio, graduate architectural design approaches and 
methods course is for students to investigate their own predilections in designing. Among the many 
topics to which students respond, the design of private Chinese gardens has proved popular. In 2013, 
the Homework and Workshops exercises were replaced with six board games. These Chinese Garden 
Games differed in their focus on ingredients, geometry, canonic situations, Chinese traditions (Wu Xing, 
Yijing), numbers of players, sequential, iterative or simultaneous play, sequence in which classes of 
design decisions were to be taken and the contour sets and tessellations of the Game boards. Entries in 
Reflective Journals, responses to the university’s semester-end course Student Experience Survey and 
the one Questionnaire returned together with fifteen more or less complete garden plans provided 
data. Students generally found the instructions far too complicated, differed in their enjoyment of play, 
but generally participated helpfully in the experiment. Interestingly, as with results from an earlier set of 
instructions, garden designs were nearly always two-dimensional. This may result from the emphasis in 
the Games on that distinguishing feature of the private Chinese garden design tradition: the number of 
simultaneous systems applying to the total site layout. 
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1. Introduction 

An accurate diagram of the design process would be more like a board game than a 
straight path … 

Susana Torre (Shoshkes, 1989, 10) 

This paper examines the most recent in a series of experiments employing the private Chinese garden 
tradition both as site of and tool for investigations of design approach and method. In this case, the 
direct investigators were graduate students mostly of architecture, participants in a non-project, non-
studio, elective design course, Design Approaches and Methods (DAM), aimed at getting students to be 
much better informed and clearer about their own predilections, strengths and weaknesses as 
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designers. The course is based on the belief that you cannot strengthen nor prune poor growths from 
what you cannot grasp nor understand. 

I have a long-standing fascination with board games, from playing competitive chess in my teens to 
discovering wei chi (gō) much later. Here, games arise, in part, as an homage to the fictional Joseph 
Knecht’s Chinese House Game in Herman Hesse’s The Glass Bead Game (1946) perhaps reinforced by Bill 
Hubbard’s (1980) discussion of games as possible models for architectures of complicity. And, an 
underlying impetus derives from the attempt to provide a universal description of games in M A Foster’s 
The Gameplayers of Zan (1977). 

Equally, I am fascinated by the simultaneous complexities and subtleties of the private Chinese 
garden tradition and the cross-cultural issues that arise with its contemporary development 
(Missingham, 1999 and 2007; Missingham and Selenitsch, 2002). 

In the past, the Topic on the design of traditional Chinese private gardens proved a pleasing 
revelation to many students. To explore what was raised in the lecture, as the associated Homework 
and Workshop Exercises for the Topic, various ways of laying out a Chinese garden were provided in the 
form of sketch instructions. In 2013, those instructions were replaced, as an experiment, with six board 
games. Indeed, board games might be useful design approaches to complex repeatable situations from 
other traditions. (Tschumi’s recent book on his design thinking includes two instances of such 
experiments (2014, 76-79 and 251-252).) Games have been used before in landscape architecture 
design and urban design education (Kent, 1997; Morris, 2013, reviving the mid-1950s game played at 
Austin, Texas, respectively), and board games have frequently been used in art education, if rarely at 
tertiary level. (See Bain & Newton, 2003; and Patton, 2014, on the history of educational games; Cox, 
2014, on role-playing games). The arguments for the use of games include enhanced memory (Goff, 
2010), student engagement and developing increased capacity for handling complexity (Patton, 2013; 
Han, 2015; Leaning, 2015) and fun. 

Six sets of rules for Chinese Garden Games were devised with different emphases, incorporating 
different principles for sequences of moves, simultaneous or serial play, and different numbers of 
players or playing teams. Teams of students attempted various of the Chinese Garden Games 
(sometimes more than one), provided feedback on their experiences with the Games and provided their 
worked examples, annotations and sketches. 

The paper discusses the lessons learned. How successful were these Games as collective designing 
approaches? What was learned about Chinese gardens? Compared with results from the sketch 
instructions in earlier years, dutiful teams probably learned rather more but the effort entailed in 
comprehending the Notes and Rules for the Games and for actual play required very much more time. 
For any next time, Chinese Garden Games should be simpler – especially in terms of their instructions 
and the level of information provided. Pedagogical gain could better be served with some loss of art 
historical detail in what was issued to students. 

2. Chinese garden exercises, previously 

There are at least four reasons for a Topic on private Chinese gardens:  

 they are a particularly sophisticated spatial design genre of non-European origin (Liu, 1979; 
Johnston, 1991; Rinaldi, 2011);  

 they entail design of a whole site, boundary to boundary;  
 the many compositional principles should act simultaneously; and  
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 architecture students faced with landscape projects as Workshop exercises cannot so easily rely 

on current magazine fashions.  

2.1. Previous Homework / Workshop Exercises 

 

Figure 1: Mnemonic diagrams underlying four of the Six Ways of Laying Out a Chinese Garden: a. 
Designing from the Main Hall’s Main Scene Outwards, b. Following the Ten Steps, c. the Mnemonic 

Diagram, d. Design Issues. 

In previous years (from about 2007 to 2012), the Homework set at the end of the Chinese Gardens 
lecture was for students to try one or more of Six Ways of Laying Out a Chinese Garden, set out as ten 
sheets of relatively simple instructions based mostly on one or more mnemonic diagrams that 
structured Lectures in earlier years (Figure 1):  

 Elaborating a Scroll from an initial Scene,  
 Designing from the Main Hall’s Main Scene Outwards,  
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 Following the Ten Steps (Missingham and Selenitsch, 2001) 
 Using the Mnemonic Diagram (itself including several alternatives) 
 The Gridded Garden (Missingham, 2005b) 
 Design Issues (Geometry and Materials). 

 

 

Figure 2: 2005 samples of garden designs from the Six Ways of Laying Out a Chinese Garden: left: 
Elaborating a Scroll from an initial Scene, right: The Gridded Garden (by the same student and 

exceptional in both being unusually three-dimensional images). 

3. Chinese Garden Games 2013 

In 2013, I thought that, as games depend on group work, both competitive and collaborative, and to 
capture the fun in designing that students in groups obviously had trying out various Chinese garden 
design exercises, why not test the possibilities explicitly? The experiment tested board games played in 
small groups 

1. as a design approach,  
2. as a tool for students investigating their own approaches to designing and their own design 

thinking (the point of the course, itself)),  
3. as a tool for better understanding the design of traditional private Chinese gardens, and … 
4. as a test of a draft chapter of a proposed book on generic design approaches, The Garden of the 

Cool Change. 

At the Lecture, student teams were issued with packages, containing: 

 Overview notes on traditional private Chinese gardens (28 pp., the draft chapter) 
 Rules for the six Chinese Garden Games (10-15 pp., averaging just over 12) 
 Notes on the Game Boards (19 pp., 13 of images) 
 three different Game Boards at A3  
 appropriate polyhedral dice (six-, eight-, twelve- and/or twenty-sided) 
 Plain Language Statements, Consent Forms, Questionnaires. 

Playing the Games was to be that week’s Homework, to be followed up at the ensuing Workshops. 

3.1. The Games 

The six Chinese Garden Games were: 
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G1 Constituent Ingredients Game – emphasizing site planning through decisions about major classes 

of materials: Architecture, Water, Rocks and Planting, first at the level of Space-cells across the garden 
and then within each Space-cell. ‘Space-cell’ is Keswick’s (2003) excellent term for the usually bounded 
subsections of a private Chinese garden. (Think of “garden room”.) In this Game, both Space-cells and 
Scenes are fuzzy areas. The Game also makes use of stacks of twenty-two cards, determining items to be 
located on a move, one stack for each class of materials and one for Chance (including additional, rarer 
items from the classes of materials). Naming garden features completes play. 

G2 Points and Lines Game – focusing on positioning objects first (key buildings, rockeries, a lake), 
paths and boundaries, axes and alignments (and their avoidance), an approach suggested in Johnston 
(1991). Space-cells and Scenes were to be constructed on linear bones. The key idea is of Stations from 
which to view Scenes (from Zhao and Kvan, 1984). Deciding where walls are needed completes play. 

G3 Wu Xing Game – focusing on balancing the five energies: Wood, Fire, Metal, Water and Earth, 
both materially and poetically. (Plaks, 1976, 45-53) A key idea is the quincunx of key Space-cells. Moves 
of the five players are simultaneous and each is expected to play in the spirit of one of the energies, 
oscillating from waxing to waning phase for each round. Resolution of conflicting moves is resolved by 
reference to the Chinese theory of cycling energies. Naming completes play. 

G4 Yijing Game – with decisions driven by reference to the Book of Changes, its eight trigrams and 
sixty-four hexagrams. (Feuchtwang, 1974; Deng 2006) Much of the play concerns overlapping regions 
shared by Space-cells and themes of Space-cells. Naming completes play. 

G5 Ten Steps Game – The Ten Steps cover three levels of increasing particularity (Poetry & Concepts, 
Places & Experiences, Forms & Making – respectively, Finding, Composing and Designing) and pairs of 
themes, linked. (The same Ten Steps referred to earlier. See Missingham and Selenitsch (2001).) Allegory 
is important. Play is cyclic through the Ten Steps (though not all need be played in any round) and is 
completed at players’ discretion after Livelinesses have been decided often enough. 

G6 Canonic Situations Game – focusing on designing for a selection from twenty-six characteristic 
vignettes (Situations), emphasizing lyric interpretation of imagined events, behaviours and their 
accommodation, spatial and temporal. The key idea is the Situation. Here, play is conducted on the lines 
and points of the tessellations rather than in the spaces (tesserae). Naming completes play 

The Overview notes with which teams were supplied mostly consisted of a description of principles 
underlying decisions common to the six Games, regarding: Fields of Play, Locations of Space-cells, 
Locations and Orientations of Halls, Internal features of Space-cells, Boundaries, Planting, Paths and 
Naming. There were two Appendices: a table of functions of Halls, and a table of the architectural 
natures of built elements. 

The Game rules were designed to allow teams generally, through play, to develop their designs in 
top-down sequence, from larger, site-subdivision decisions to locating scenes for viewing and then to 
details of path or wall layout. The locations of lakes, Principal Halls and Entrances were pivotal strategic 
decisions in each case. In Workshops from previous years, Naming the parts always added a fun 
element. 

3.2. The Game boards: tessellations, contour sets 

Sixty-four Game boards were devised, combining eight tessellations (red) with eight sets of contours and 
levels (in black), printed at A3 and assuming a scale of 1:100, modeling an area of very nearly 2500 m

2
. 

This is smaller than the median 3300 m
2
, and a third of the average 7500 m

2
 size of the fifteen gardens 
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discussed in Liu (1979), the canonic source text, which includes the more famous, larger gardens in 
Suzhou.  

The contour sets were modified from those available on the WWW of three North American and two 
Victorian mountain areas, a Melbourne suburb and two areas of Mars, with height differentials set to a 
maximum of eight meters and scales usually greatly differing from the originals, including one left-right 
reversed. These contour sets represented: a plain crossed diagonally by parallel ridges (below, left), a 
shallow valley with three marginal hills, a deep valley with flat banks, a soft slope with one hill at the 
top, a deep V-shaped valley (below, right), a wide, central ridge with slopes to both sides, a shallow plain 
with narrow valleys to left and top, and multiple ridges around a lake intruding at top left. 

The tessellations included a fractal rectangular, four semi-regular and three Penrose non-periodic 
tilings of the plane. Figure 2 shows sample Game boards. 

 

 

Figure 2: Sample Game boards (BGM: contours from Bear Garden Mountain, Appalachia; OS1: Octagons 
and Squares semi-regular tessellation; NM: contours from North Melbourne). 

4. Outcomes 

From comments in students’ Reflective Journal/Workbooks (and the one completed Questionnaire 
received), teams took between two and four hours outside and two within Workshops to play their 
games, much of this taken with reading and understanding the Game Rules. 

From the seventy-seven students enrolled, across five tutorial groups, fifteen gamed gardens were 
received from twelve groups of students ranging in size from three to six people, involving a total of 
thirty-six students. All five tutorial groups were represented. Two teams each provided two gardens, 
one from Homework, one in the following Workshop. Two teams provided no illustrations, so their 
designs are not included in the fifteen. Two original Game boards were returned, anonymously (but, 
probably, both from individuals), one marked up, one quite incomplete (locating only Main Hall, 
forecourt and Lake) and one well-developed design. Three additional students provided Workshop 
illustrations of sketches for their own, single-spaced gardens not on any of the Game boards, and one 
produced a completely different set of names for the team’s garden, as a separate piece of work. That 
is, forty-one students contributed to these results, if imperfectly. 
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Figure 3: Sample gardens designed in play 

 

Figure 4: A garden conceived in three dimensions. 

Of the fourteen substantial garden designs, another had got only as far as an external wall in the 
time spent, with an entry gate, and only one student provided a perspective view of the garden her 
team designed. One of the individual students provided three postage-stamp sized vertical perspectives 
illustrating borrowed landscapes from his individually designed Ten Steps Garden (though site-less and 
not located on any Game board provided). That is, the garden designs were plans of gardens. 

Based on internal evidence or comments in Journals, no teams played either the Constituent 
Elements Game or the Situations Game (the most ‘phenomenological’). Four gardens derive from G2 the 
Points & Lines Game and three each from the G3 Wu Xing, G4 Yijing Games and G4 Ten Steps Games. 
One team managed to play the G3 Wu Xing game twice, changing the Game board and adding another 
team member in the Workshop. The team that played the G4 Yijing Game twice changed only the Game 
board. And, one student played in two entirely different teams for Homework and Workshop. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Game boards 

Providing tessellations had two purposes: to speed up play by providing a variety of potential sizes of 
space-cells and varieties of indicative boundaries, and to provide ready-reckoners for distances and 
areas (supported by a table of these in the issued Notes on the Game boards). Given that the players 
were architecture students, setting the scale of game boards at 1:100 should have sufficed. For some 
teams, providing the tessellations was a mistake, especially aesthetically when three of the garden 
designs included ugly acute angled spaces. These do not occur in private Chinese gardens. This could be 
fixed through precluding tessellations that include triangles or banning acute angles in Space-cells.  

5.2. Instructions 

In Journals and written remarks in the Student Experience Survey, the instructions were generally 
regarded as too complicated, often exasperatingly so, and clearly too long. Compared with the ten 
pages of the Six Ways of Laying Out a Chinese Garden (including diagrams and illustrations), the 107 
pages of instructions and information and fourteen of illustrations issued this time, after the Plain 
Language Statement, Consent Form and eight item Questionnaire, were obviously too much.  

There were various responses to this, including teams making up their own rules for play/design, 
forgetting to follow the Game rules (and, therefore, presumably also making up their own, possibly 
derived from the information in the lecture or provided on the University’s Blackboard-based Learning 
Management System), disregarding the tessellations and, in one case, the Game board. One team made 
clear its exasperation by naming their garden The Garden of Perpetual Struggle. Students from mainland 
China often apparently had little trouble, enjoyed the novel encounter with their own culture and, when 
perplexed with the instructions reverted to their own knowledge.  

A number of students complained that better instructions for setting up Games, what they needed 
for play and what to do first could have helped. This was the most annoyed (from the university’s 
Student Experience Survey): 

The Chinese Garden game exercise was totally a nightmare for all of us … A game should 
be understandable and feel joyful to play not like we can’t even understand how to play 
the game after 4 hrs of reading through the instruction. 

Nevertheless, if only implied in the tenor of some comments, many teams obviously were trying to 
help with the research project, despite these difficulties.  

5.3. Summary of outcomes 

5.3.1. Games as a design approach 

This is an equivocal result. Complaints about the complexity of the Game descriptions cloud the issue of 
playability. It is clear that the Six Ways of Laying Out a Chinese Garden were previously better received. 
From the Questionnaire returned (and that so many gardens were actually designed directly refutes the 
second point) … 

It was quite fun – but I think would have been fun a second or third time around when the 
game flowed a little better. 
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I struggle with the idea of it as a design approach because it does not lend itself to the 
complexities of a design brief. 

Now, I have had a few students in graduate design studios that have used game engines as part of 
their investigations, so the discrepancy could both be a matter of personal preference or it could be 
because these particular Games were simply unattractive as games. 

5.3.2. Better understanding the design of traditional private Chinese gardens 

This was a success. However, whether the positive comments were related to the playing of a Game or 
to the supporting lecture and materials is an open question.  

The predominance of two-dimensional designs might suggest that there is something in the very 
nature of the Game rules that doesn’t help, perhaps the emphasis on that distinguishing feature of the 
private Chinese garden tradition: the many techniques simultaneously applicable to laying out the 
garden as a whole. More obviously, it is that the generating systems were board games, after all. 

Further, the designs being confined in their representations to the one, overall scale meant that 
much of the detail work within Space-cells could not easily be illustrated nor was it necessary to 
describe and account for in the Game rules. Despite this, it was a major feature of the G4 Yijing Game 
and none of the members of the three teams that played that Game made any comment on this issue 
(though it could have been disguised in the general annoyance exhibited by members of one team). 
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